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About This Game

The Citadel. Built in 1986 by a lunatic and left undiscovered, decomposing for 30 long years. You are its first victim.

Avoid the broken down, animatronic creatures. Learn to swim in the gravity defying waters and avoid the good old fashioned
lasers, stompers, acid pools and lava. Learn about the Citadel's grim past and defeat the madman behind it all. Collect the keys if

you want to go free!

Citadel 1986 is a retro platform game harking back to the Commodore 64 days. The entire game is set across a single giant
scrolling level, just like the games that inspired me to start coding : )
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This is not really a *very* good game, but a passable one, and it's short enough that its drawbacks don't have time to manifest
fully.

I liked the variety of missions (there are four types, which is three more than your typical SHMUP). I like the feeling of
controls, more or less, and of impact of weapons (much better than, say, M.A.C.E.). But a lot of things are very *meh*.

While you have access to 12 ships, you don't *need* them, as they are not different enough. Just save a bit of money and buy
the last one: it has the best armor and shooting power combo, and the special attack is nice.

Additional weapons also seem to be of limited usefullnes. The repair drone is a very good choice. Everything esle is less so.

The randomizing of enemies on levels removes the frustration if you have to replay a level, but leads to blandness: there are not
enemy patterns here, though random combinations sometimes force you to weave and dodge.

Bullets are mostly visible against the background in space, but in planetary levels, they are often not - a grave sin in this genre!
Fortunately, there are only a few such levels.

The levels are reasonably hard, but since the game is very forgiving and both gives you several lives AND allow to only replay
the latest level if you spend all lives, you won't really have any problems. Bosses are boring and unmemorable: they pretty much
follow the same pattern.

All in all, it's an OK game to kill a few evenings, but if you're looking for a GREAT shoot em up, better check out Xenoraid or
Drifting Lands.. Game is improving bit by bit, but character control and combat still feel stiff as hell.
Sound effect overlapping each other
Flamethrower flame effect will block your vision like a boss.
Building mechanic still need lot of improvement.

Other than survival mode, there is not much to do in the game at the moment.
This game has the potential to be a decent fun time killer game, but you might want to wait for release version just to be safe..
Better than Story of Forest Rail, but not as good as Wakayama & Sakurai Lines.

The KiHa 130 railbus is pretty well made. The route is well made too, but it can be a tad boring. The single-track route features
a length of little over 40km with 80km\/h top speed and 8 stations. The landscape is flat, the tracks are straight and the villages
are pretty small. The open landscape is still pretty though, and the KiHa 130 is fun to drive as well with it's 2-geared gearbox.. A
great runner-type of game with an excellent presentation, tight controls, and awesome music. What i can say about this game
that makes it different from the others of his genre, is that the levels are very narrative. I mean, you dont play this kind of games
for his argument, but the levels evolve in some great narrative ways, like if they were telling you a story, and this accompanied
by the execellent music, makes the progression through them very intense and epic. Its a weird feeling considering the genre it
belongs but its truely what i feel and i think this is amazing.

The game consists on 15 levels ( boss fights included ) in which you can complete three extra challengues: collecting all the orbs,
reach the highest score, and unlock some secrets. If you do this, you unlock a skin for the character ( they are awesome! ), and
what is most important, a nightmare version of the level... you know, no checkpoints, the same level but way harder, and
definetely the best experience you can get from this game.
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Highly recommended if you like this genre.. If you like reading walkthroughs, this will be Game of the Year for you!!!. a good
challenge, but much shorter than Rome: Total War. *Edit - I made a few comment updates to this review, the updates are in a
single paragraphs wherever you see "*Edit". There is a tiny bit of new information but nothing has been changed otherwise.*

There is a lot of misinformation about this game, and I'm only really posting a review to correct some of it.

First yes, it *currently* is online only because it was meant to be an online game played with others. Nowhere in the description
does it say "Single Player". Nowhere. It says it's an online survival game and single player isn't listed anywhere in the tags. And
yet people buy it and complain there isn't an offline mode because it didn't hit them over the head enough with the warnings that
it's an online game? It gets all the data from the server for the areas and such you're playing in. It's not as if it is just needing an
online connection for no good reason. The game was made to be multiplayer and doesn't list itself as single player, and yet so
many down vote the game because it doesn't come with something it never said it did. Anyway they're making an offline mode,
which I can't say if it's a good idea or not for a game meant to be played online but it's coming down the line.

*Edit - I do admit they could have done a better job explaining this is a hub based "light MMORPG"- and I feel they would have
had more sales if they had done that. You see other random people in game if you're in the same town areas as they are and can
group up with them to play together as well as friends you invite. Still they never said there was a single player mode anywhere
so to complain that it's not single player is odd to me. It would be like complaining Guild Wars 1 didn't have an offline mode.
These hub based light MMORPGs usually don't...*

Next the cut scenes - this game is based on the lore from the TV show Grimm. Nick and Hank are looking through one of
Nick's books of Grimm for information, and you're basically playing what they're reading about. The cut scenes some people
complain about that are just "two guys looking at a book" - that's the whole connection to the TV show and if you've watched
Grimm you'll be happy with having that there.

On to the "slowness" of combat. You start out with a huge piece of tree and then a giant club you're fighting with. They are slow
because they are meant to be more realistic. You're a Grimm that's stronger than a normal person by far but still these are pretty
huge weapons you're swinging. You also start with a shield that's slower because of it's size. Later on you can switch to faster
weapons and a much faster shield. Maybe they should have started you out with faster equipment so people would see how the
game plays with them from the beginning, but they are an upgrade choice you are supposed to earn as you play.

I've had no issues at all with server lag, but my play time isn't very long yet so I'll keep playing and update a comment here if I
do start to have server issues.

*Edit - Still no lag issues for me. The game is made to learn the patterns monsters use and to avoid or block them early. Some
people play and think the game is being slow when it's performing like it is supposed to, but others may be out of the two server
areas so actually would be having lag. I've not had even the smallest amount personally being a US based player.*

When I connected there was a US server and a server in Europe. Yes, if you are not in those areas maybe you will have issues
playing. There isn't just one or two servers that go up to 600 people - if a server in a region gets full another will appear, so you
always get to play. You're not locked out if you buy it and there are already 600 people online.

On to character creation - this is a little weird but you do have control over the look of your character it's just you have to let it
randomly assign your look and then keep clicking to go through random looks. If you click the gender button on the character
creation screen it will randomize your look. To get what you want you have to keep clicking the gender button of your choice
and wait until it randomly comes up with a look you like. It's weird and a bit annoying but not unheard of. The way they do it
definitely leans towards the "con" side, but you *do* have the ability to keep rolling random looks until you find what you like.
So you're not just forced to look one certain way. I'm guessing some people just never pressed the gender buttons up top to see
that it randomly changes the look each time you press one or the other.

The game is supposed to feel more like being in the real wilderness, so there are some open stretches without as many things to
fight on them as some people are looking for I guess. Having played other "survival" types of games it really isn't too much
different than the way a lot of them are made like that.

If you're a Grimm fan you'll probably be pretty happy. Being a Grimm fan myself, I am probably influenced towards liking this
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a bit more than I would have otherwise. The game is fun to me and I would recommend it.

I can't really say if it should be $15 or $10 though yet because I need to play the game a lot more to decide.

*Edit - Yeah it's worth the $15. The landscape seems repetitive if you stay in the same areas searching for stuff a long time, but
the environment does change around a bit as you continue further into the game. I do wish there was more variety earlier on, it's
so beautiful, but it does change up slowly. The game also gets much more active as you go along with lots of dangerous creatures
all over. It starts up a bit slow with mostly normal woodland creatures but it won't be long until you're swimming in harder and
more interesting stuff.*

If you want the solo offline version you'll need to wait until they update it to say it's here. If you like playing multiplayer games
with friends on Steam and you both get this, it's pretty decent though. It's also really cool for Grimm fans. Other people may
want to wait for a sale to get it.

Like every game that exists you should go check out longer gameplay videos before buying to see if it appeals to you. That's
pretty much a given but I felt I'd mention it anyway. The game is quite beautiful but you should see it in action to help you
decide if it's what you want or not.. I enjoyed playing this game, but it does have significant issues. Multi-day battles, in
particular, are frustrating--losing hard-fought positions from one day to the next is annoying and took me out of any sense of
continuity in many campaign battles. The flip side of those experiences, also a negative, is that I was able to learn how to "game"
the game and ignore certain victory objectives while placing my units in the most advantageous positions to win battles
decisively on another day. If you are looking for historical accuracy in a Civil War game, you may want to look elsewhere, but I
still give this a lukewarm recommendation, especially if it is on sale.. What did I just watch
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Hadn't played the board game, so I didn't know the rules too well when starting. It was fairly straightforward, and after a few
rounds I got the hang of it.

The game is heavy on RNG, so if that's an issue, you probably wouldn't enjoy.

However, making strategic choices and planning during a dungeon really does help.

So far the game has been challenging but rewarding, and I've been invested in building up the same character across games. How
this plays in the long term isn't clear, and I haven't tried multiplayer yet (which appears to be only local?)

Overall, if you like progression based, dungeon-setting board games, this is very fun and well worth $10.

8/10

. Strawberry Vinegar Full Review
This VN is about a 9 year old girl Rie who meets a \u201cdemon\u201d Licia who is about the same as her age and yes,
she is also from a place called \u201cHell\u201d. The demon says to stay at her home for 6 days (as apparently there is
only 6 days in hell, not 7). They both get to know each other, first they start to hate each other, but later in the VN, they
start to love each other and show affection to each other. I mean, it even gets to the point where you think a Yuri scene
is about to pop up any moment\u2026.I mean there are some that do, so don\u2019t be disappointed (I definitely
bought this for the plot, right?)

Graphics: 9\/10
If you have read the Visual Novels\u2019 Asphyxia and\/or The Sad Story of Emmeline Burns you might be familiar
with the graphics, as they are made by the same people. The artwork really shows bright images of the girls and the
environment they\u2019re in, they did a great job in terms of the visuals in this novel. The drawing of the girls
doesn\u2019t really follow the same \u201canime-like\u201d appearance as other VNs, which felt unique in its own
way, but it also felt \u201cout of place\u201d for me as I wasn\u2019t quite used to it at the beginning.

But overall it delivers a nice artwork for the characters and the environment, great job on this one.

Storyline: 8\/10
I have already mentioned some of it above. But in terms of \u201cin depth story\u201d it doesn\u2019t go far and long,
in fact this VN has really fast pacing and really quick character development, so if you wanted a long, in depth story
VN, sadly this is not for you. But for the others, it delivers a nice empathises on both of the girls as they go on about
their day. Also, to mention Rie made her first friend EVER! In her life, that is of course the demon she met, who broke
into her home and started eating cookies\u2026well, I guess you can also make friends that way huh, who
would\u2019ve thought.

Overall, the novel shows us a story of two girls who show love and affection to each other as the VN progresses on and
it portrays their everyday life and show their own personal character development.

Sound: 4\/10
Nothing of the amazing to hear in this novel, there is only ever so many soundtracks until you start hearing the same
ones that you heard 2-3 scenes ago. However, some are really nicely done, but I wouldn\u2019t say all of them are of
\u201chigh quality\u201d though. Some of the soundtracks don\u2019t even fit particular scenes, but eh, what can you
do?

Overall, the soundtrack is quite a let-down. It doesn\u2019t offer much for the reader as some don\u2019t even match
the scene.

Gameplay: 9\/10
The VN offers the basic options in the menu which could alterate your VN experience. It at least has the SHIFT + TAB
overlay support which I really liked, but it only worked when you had a high enough frame rate (Between 30-60 FPS),
otherwise it wouldn\u2019t function, or sometimes it would work, but it would lag the game or lag the overlay.
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Overall, it only offers basic options and gameplay aspects. But this is enough for this kind of VN.

Price: 10\/10
At \u00a36.99 this is a great price for this VN. Any higher than \u00a310 would not have been worth buying at all. This
is great to see as many VNs of this length are overpriced despite offering the same features, I\u2019ll give this VN full
marks here.

Overall at the price, you get what you pay for, it\u2019s not too low or too high. This is a great price point for this VN.

Conclusion
It is a decent VN with good artworks and a taste of Yuri. That is all I can say for that one. I can only recommend the
VN if you are into fast paced stories, cute girls and VNs in general. This is NOT for the \u201cserious\u201d reader if
you know what I mean.
. It is a good tactical shooting game, I have no complains about the gameplay.
However it has not a wide variety of characters/clases to shoose from, no character customization and a very slow
progression system.

I am looking forward for the developers to improve the game so it reaches a worth money spending game for us
players.. This was a pretty bad game I mean it had one or 2 jump scares that actually got me the rest of the game was
just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but it's just what I would expect from an asset flip like this. I obviously
can't force you not to buy this but just know that you've been warned. 2\/10. Okay, so I know this is suppose to be a
dumb little meme game, you know to fill out your account to make it seem like you actually did something but... I
actually enjoyed this trash, if you just put on some music and grind mindlessly to your hearts content i becomes almost
theraputic in some weird way... hehe... The characters are brilliantly named after there traits, you take no damage from
these garbage enemies and talk to absoluley rubbish people...
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